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Abstract: Routing algorithm issue is one of the real issues to be settled in wireless sensor networks research. In 

this paper, the study is about some critical various levelled hierarchical routing protocols for Wireless Sensor 

Networks. This paper initially examines the activities of these protocols to put it plainly, and after that, we will 

feature the advantages and disadvantages of every last one of them. In particular, we will think about these 

conventions as far as energy utilization, and system lifetime. 
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I. Introduction 
Water quality is an articulation used to depict the concoction, physical, and organic attributes of water; 

by and large, in the wording of appropriateness for a specific or assigned utilize. These attributes incorporate 

grouping of a) inorganic components, including however not restricted to calcium, magnesium, sodium, 

potassium, carbon, chlorine, and sulphur in new waters from the River and Lacks over which they stream b) 

natural mixes got from rotting organic materials, and c) human-made mixes, for example, pesticides, other 

modern, and shopper items. Exercises that expansion the grouping of particular mixes above characteristic 

levels in new water may cause contamination issues. In this way, it is of central enthusiasm to screen the new 

water quality consistently, to guarantee it isn't dirtied. The contamination, if not got early, may prompt a 

disaster. For instance, the inadvertent arrival of cyanide from a valuable metals recuperation office in Romania 

tainted the Tisza River in 2000, slaughtered oceanic and earthly creatures. The contamination does not just 

voyage downstream through Romania, Hungary, and Yugoslavia, yet additionally entered the Danube River and 

at last the Black Sea. Joined Nations called it one of the most exceedingly bad contamination mishaps in 

Europe. Freshwater pollution costs the US at least $4.3 billion a year  advances in the arrangement of the small-

scale electromechanical remote correspondences, innovation and the computerized hardware which had 

empowered the advancement of minimal effort, low power, the hubs of multifunctional sensors. 

Ganga river is a biggest waterway in India, Poses huge dangers to human wellbeing and the bigger 

condition, seriously dirtied with human waste and Industrial contaminants, the river gives water to around 40% 

of India's populace crosswise over 11 States.  

Today, Ganges is thought to be the fifth most contaminated river on the world. Indian declared to work 

in cleaning the river and controlling contamination hence, The Namami Ganga project was declared by the 

Indian Government in the July 2014 spending plan .An expected Rs 2,958 Crores (US$ 460 million) have been 

spent till July 2018 in different endeavors in tidying up of the waterway Ganga. 

 

 
Fig: 1 Cluster –based Hierarchical Routing Architecture 
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These sensor nodes are little and untethered specialized apparatuses reasonable for detecting the 

contamination in the water and transferring the data, over short separations, utilizing multi-bounce 

correspondence, to a base station. a station/hub with surplus power supply, what's more, devoted processing 

assets. These minor sensor hubs are furnished with constrained power supply, for the most part, AAA batteries, 

detecting and information preparing, and conveying segments. Since the sensor hubs are typically sent at 

difficult to achieve territories such as icy masses, mountains, front line, waterways and seas accordingly 

renewing their batteries, now and again can be testing. Henceforth part of exertion has been committed by the 

specialists to delay their operational lifetime. Countless sensor hubs can be utilized by a WSN to gather high-

exactness information from lakes and waterway under different conditions of intrigue. 

Contrasted and customary checking strategies, there are a few striking preferences to utilizing a WSN 

to screen water (i.e., lakes and waterways, for example, continuous, plentiful information, ease and high 

adequacy. The utilization of WSN in water quality monitoring can empower in-situ estimations and enable 

information to be seen progressively by remote clients. Different specialized issues, for example, control 

utilization, radio spread models, steering conventions, and sort of sensors should be considered to draw out the 

operational existence of WSN for observing the water quality. The point of this paper is to propose an adaptable 

what's more, vitality effective various leveled directing convention to gather that tactile information from the 

sensors and hand-off it to the base station (hub furnished with control supply and assets) for additionally 

handling. Our proposed steering plan is motivated by LEACH6 convention. 

 

Routing Techniques in WSN’s  

The general classification of existing routing techniques can be done as flat routing, hierarchal routing, and 

location-based routing. 

 Flat routing: Every node expects a similar undertaking in organize and the sensor hubs collaborate to 

complete the detecting errand. The BS continues sitting tight for data from the sensor arranged chosen 

territories after it sent questions to those specific regions. 

 Hierarchal routing: Cluster-based or hierarchical routing is worthwhile in connection to vitality 

effectiveness and also adaptability. Hubs bring down in vitality can be used to detect information near 

target while with higher vitality for handling and sending the data. The framing of bunches and designating 

interesting errands to group heads can colossally add to the entire system versatility and vitality 

productivity. 

 Location-based routing: In location-based routing, addressing of sensor nodes is done tending to their 

location. The separation between neighbor nodes can be found on the premise of the strength of incoming 

signals. If the sensor nodes are outfitted with a little low-power GPS receiver, their location may be 

accessible straightforward by corresponding with a satellite utilizing GPS. 

 

Out of all these, hierarchical clustering protocols are widely used to improve overall network scalability as well 

as to increase the lifetime of the network by enhancing the energy efficiency of each sensor node. The basic 

network architecture of a WSN with direct transmission routing protocol. 

 

Hierarchal routing 

Hierarchical routing is the technique of masterminding switches in a progressive way. At the point 

when the system measure develops, the number of switches in the system increments. Thus, the extent of 

directing tables increments, too, and switches can't deal with organizing activity as productively. We utilize 

various leveled directing to defeat this problem. In progressive steering, switches are ordered in bunches known 

as districts. Every switch has just the data about the switches in its own district and has no data about switches 

in different areas. So switches simply spare one record in their table for each other area. In this case, we have 

characterized our system into five areas. If A needs to send parcels to any switch in district 2 (D, E, F or G), it 

sends them to B, et cetera. As should be obvious, in this sort of steering, the tables can be abridged, so arrange 

proficiency makes strides. 

The above case demonstrates two-level various leveled steering. We can likewise utilize three-or four-

level progressive directing. In three-level various leveled steering, the system is characterized by various 

bunches. Each group is comprised of various locales, and every area contains a number of switches. Progressive 

steering is broadly utilized as a part of Internet directing and makes utilization of a few steering conventions. 

 

II. Literature Review 
 Hussain et.al [3] presented Large-scale remote sensor systems (WSNs) can be utilized for different 

unavoidable and universal applications, for example, security, social insurance, industry mechanization, 

agribusiness, condition and environment checking. As various leveled groups can decrease the vitality 
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utilization necessities for WSNs, we explore wise systems for bunch arrangement and administration. A 

hereditary calculation (GA) is utilized to make vitality proficient bunches for information scattering in remote 

sensor systems. The reproduction comes about to demonstrate that the proposed smart various leveled grouping 

strategy can broaden the system lifetime for distinctive system sending conditions. 

Our proposed survey vitality proficient progressive grouping convention performs superior to the 

customary bunch based conventions. The re-enactment comes about to show that utilizing GA-based various 

leveled bunches increment the arrange lifetime. In future, the cross-layer streamlining utilizing question and 

steering procedures can be researched. Besides, the work can be reached out by including multi-hop 

correspondence between bunch heads. Besides, other learning systems could be consolidated to decide vitality 

proficient bunches. 

Wang, et.al [10] proposed to resolve the problem of the manual analytical method adopted in water 

quality detection with bad real-time character, this paper introduces a novel kind of Remote Water Quality 

Measuring and Monitoring System based on WSN. It has used wireless sensor network based on the ZigBee to 

realize the water quality parameter remote probing and the real-time monitoring function. Users can observe the 

current or historical water quality status easily, and it provides a reasonable basis for the further breeding plan. 

This system has a simple architecture and isn't confined by the geographical position. According to the test 

results, this system can run stable. And its operation is convenient. 

In this paper, proposed constructed a remote water quality checking framework which in light of 

remote sensor organize, pick low-control and the dozing capacity gadgets to plan coordination of remote sensor 

systems and sensor hub, and understood a low-control outline of sensor hubs. Appling the progressed WSN 

innovation and wide scope of GPRS innovation for information accumulation and transmission, it can unravel 

various troubles, for example, middle of the road extend transmission of water quality checking framework and 

can understand constant remote observing on the water quality and remote information sharing. 

Heinzelman et.al [2]  proposed In this paper, we portrayed LEACH, a grouping based directing 

convention that limits worldwide vitality use by disseminating the heap to every one of the hubs at various 

focuses in time. Drain outflanks static grouping calculations by requiring hubs to volunteer to be high-vitality 

bunch heads and adjusting the relating groups in light of the hubs that be group heads at a given time. At various 

times, every hub has the weight of obtaining information from the hubs in the group, combining the information 

to get a total flag, and transmitting this total flag to the base station. The filter is totally appropriated, requiring 

no control data from the base station, and the hubs don't require learning of the worldwide system altogether for 

LEACH to work. 

Teillet et.al [8] proposed an overview of two algorithms used for energy-efficient data collection using 

wireless sensor networks for environmental monitoring applications. It illustrates how network lifetime can be 

significantly increased by taking advantage of the inherent spatial and temporal correlations of sensor readings 

gathered from densely deployed wireless sensor networks. These algorithms are specifically designed for a real-

life sensor network application in the Great Barrier Reef which is used to monitor various parameters in a coral 

reef. 

Singh, Kunwar P et.al [7] suggested Water-quality observing projects create complex 

multidimensional information that needs multivariate measurable treatment for their examination and 

understanding of the underlying data. For this situation think about, various leveled CA gathered the eight 

examining destinations into three clusters of comparable attributes relating to water quality qualities and 

contamination (common and anthropogenic c) sources. Removed gathering data can be useful in decreasing the 

quantity of examining sites on the waterway without missing much data. Despite the fact that, FA/PCA did not 

bring about significant data reduction as it focuses on 14 parameters (60% of unique 24) required to clarify the 

71% of the information variability. However, six VFs acquired from PCs show that the parameters in charge of 

water-quality varieties are primarily identified with solvent salts (common) and organic pollution stack 

(anthropogenic). Discriminate investigation gave the best outcomes for both the fleeting and spatial analysis. It 

rendered an imperative information decrease as it utilizes just five parameters (pH, temperature, conductivity, 

total alkalinity and magnesium) to discriminate between the seasons with 88% right meetings (80%reduction) 

and just nine parameters (pH, temperature, alkalinity, Ca-hardness, DO, BOD, chloride, sulfate and TKN) to 

separate between the three spatial regions with 91% right rendezvous (63% lessening). Thus, the multivariate 

measurable methods filled in as a brilliant exploratory instrument in investigation and interpretation of complex 

informational index on water quality and in understanding their fleeting and spatial varieties. 

Liu, Shuangyin et.al [5] presented In this paper, we built up a blame determination framework and 

diagnosed newly showing up deficiencies definitely and quickly. A water quality checking framework is chosen 

to consider. The water quality observing framework proposed in this paper is utilized in outdoor stream crab 

aquaculture to guarantee the security of river crabs by checking the amount of broke up oxygen (DO)in the 

waterway crab lake and as per the amount of doing automatically controlling the aerator. On the off chance that 
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the water quality monitoring framework comes up short for quite a while with no warning, the stream crab 

might be in threat, and multi year's exertion of river crab culture ranchers might be futile. The sensors, actuators, 

wireless transmitters, entryways and remote servers compose the water quality checking and controlling 

framework. 

The sensor is combined with a remote transmitter which contains two fundamental obstructs: (an) a 

power unit comprising of a solar powered power panel and a rechargeable battery; it is for driving both the 

sensor and the transmitter and (b) a remote communication module; it is for speaking with the door. At the point 

when the sensor needs to detect the water quality parameters in the stream crab lake, activities of the water 

quality monitoring and controlling framework continue as takes after: (a) power supply unit of remote 

transmitter supplies control for the sensor; (b) sensor test gets control; (c) sensor probe senses the water quality 

parameters; (d) remote transmitter acquires those parameters through 485 serial communication;(e) remote 

correspondence module of a remote transmitter sends those information to door through H15.4 remote 

communication protocol; (f) passage forms those information and control the actuator if fundamental; (g) 

entryway send those information and control history to the remote server. 

To keep an appropriate water quality for the stream crab in the lake, it's critical that each operational 

advance depicted above ought to continue normally. When a disappointment happens, the estimation of the 

sensor could be out of typical range or not acquired. In the request to block human blunder and exploit of master 

space learning in blame analysis, lead-based decision tree and multiclass SVM are presented as reliable means 

for blame conclusion in this paper. 

Chang, Ni-Bin et.al [1] presented in this paper Fuzzy set hypothesis has rejuvenated the requirement 

for uncertainty analysis as a rule. In spite of the fact that many excellent WQI technique applications exist, the 

fuzzy implications inside the information, the overlapping ranges of pertinence amongst modes and the 

ambiguity embedded in the yield esteems systematically weaken basic leadership. Inability to address these 

issues will upset advance. This investigation is designed to cross over any barrier between environmental 

monitoring, water quality arrangement, and management by contrasting the expected ability of several 

deterministic and fluffy order strategies. It not just presents the most recent development of fluffy 

characterization strategy yet additionally tries to advance fluffy grouping. Two reexamined FSE techniques 

were produced, connected and evaluated. 

A contextual analysis was utilized to investigate and compare them with the traditional deterministic 

classification method, WQI. Without legitimate consideration of the fluffiness installed in the info and output 

data, the grouping capacity could become pessimistic because of the intrinsic vulnerabilities. However, more 

exact data might be obtained by utilizing fluffy data power and defuzzification. These recently created systems 

are therefore exceedingly proper for checking water pollution at nearby, provincial and national levels, 

including the Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL)program, with the goal that powerful water quality 

management strategies can be led over the long haul. 

Postolache, Octavian et.al [6] suggested to this paper shows the plan and usage of surface water 

constant checking in view of a ZigBee remote sensor network. A critical piece of the work incorporates the 

improvement of an ease multi-parameter WQ estimating test connected to the remote sensor hub. Along these 

lines, it was planned, implemented and tried a conductivity estimating channel portrayed by a two-terminal cell 

in the mix with a temperature measuring channel. The proposed molding circuit used in conductivity estimating 

channel depends on a Wheatstone connect enhancer and gives a yield voltage that straightly relies upon 

conductivity. The test also includes a turbidity estimating channel whose working principle depends on an 

arrangement of two infrared optical emitter sand locators combines that give the recognition of the transmitted 

and scattered light caused by the particles in suspension in the water.  

The predetermined number of WQ measurement sensors related with remote sensor node and the need 

to perform occasional confirmation/calibration of the sensors can be considered as a disadvantage of the 

presented arrangement. The last issue can be fathomed with the inclusion of an in-situ alignment framework 

related to WQ estimating channels. A model of this kind of system was created and detailed by the creators in 

the past. The incorporation of a field calibrator will infer additional costs and will influence the self-rule of the 

distributed measurement arrangement of WQ parameters. The research center trial of the executed WQ-WSN 

proved the ability of the framework to give precise WQ information. Future improvements of the proposed 

measurement framework will consider the consideration of extra detecting gadgets and the examination of 

reliability issues related with the utilization of other conductivity cell types, for example, four cathode or 

inductive cells, that are less sensitive to outer working conditions. 

Vega, Marisol et. Al [9] proposed In this paper Water quality information of a waterway have been 

broke down by unsupervised example acknowledgment (progressive group investigation) and show techniques 

(essential part examination) to extricate connections Furthermore, likenesses amongst factors and to classify 

river water tests in gatherings of comparative quality. PCA has discovered a decreased number of ``latent'' 
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factors (chief segments) that clarify a large portion of the difference of the exploratory informational collection. 

A  vari-max revolution of these PCs prompted a lessened number of varactors, every one of them identified with 

a small group of exploratory factors with a hydro synthetic importance: mineral substance for varactor 1, 

anthropogenic poisons for varactor 2 or water temperature for varactor 3.PCA in mix with ANOVA has 

permitted the distinguishing proof and appraisal of spatial (contamination from anthropogenic inception) and 

temporal(seasonal and climatic) wellsprings of variables affecting quality and hydrochemistry of waterway 

water. 

Artificial contamination was exhibited to begin from metropolitan wastewater released into the river 

between the testing stations of Puente Mayor and Simulcast; worldly affecting were related to occasional 

varieties of waterway rate which cause weakening of toxins and subsequently varieties in water quality. The 

utilization of PCA and group analysis or has accomplished important characterization of hydro substance factors 

and of stream water tests based on regular and spatial criteria. Both multivariate techniques prompted 

fundamentally the same as arrangement designs. 

Kim, Teasung Et.al [4] proposed in this paper proposes a MAC convention for Radio Frequency (RF) 

vitality gathering in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN). In the ordinary RF vitality collecting strategies, an 

Energy Transmitter (ET) works in a detached way. An ET transmits RF vitality flags just when a sensor with 

drained vitality sends a Request-for-Energy (RFE) message. Not at all like the traditional techniques, an ET in 

the proposed plan can effectively send RF vitality signals without RFE messages. An ET decides the dynamic 

vitality flag transmission as per the result of the latent vitality reaping systems. To transmit RF vitality signals 

without asking for from sensors, the ET takes part in a conflict based channel get to the system. Once the ET 

effectively gains the channel, it sends RF vitality motions on the obtained channel amid Short Charging Time 

(SCT). The proposed plot decides the length of SCT to limit the interference of information correspondence. 

 

Table 1: comparison table for routing techniques in WSNs 
Sl. No Title Pros Cons 

1 Genetic Algorithm for Energy 

Efficient Clusters in Wireless Sensor 
Networks 

-Performs better than the traditional 

cluster-based protocols 
- increase the network lifetime 

-Couldn’t determine 

Energy efficient clusters. 

2 The Design of the Remote Water 

Quality Monitoring 
The system based on WSN 

-can realize real-time remote monitoring on the 

water quality and remote data sharing. 
- composed of the low cost and the low power loss 

wireless sensor nodes 

-Requires continuous 

real-time online 
monitoring 

3 Energy-Efficient Communication 
Protocol for Wireless Micro sensor 

Networks 

-It eliminates the problem of sensing holes by using 
an attractive force.  

 

- The nodes outside the cluster area can be moved to 
coverage inside the cluster.  

-Energy distribution and 
communication load 

balance are not very 

good.  
 

-Poor energy efficiency  

4 Sensor Webs: A Geostrategic 

Technology for Integrated Earth 
Sensing 

-Result in significant energy savings 

-Improvement of network lifetime by up to 83.5% 

-When messages are lost, 

certain epochs do not 
have anyreadings. 

5 Multivariate statistical techniques for 

the evaluation of spatial and temporal 
variations in water quality of  Gomti 

River(India)—a case study 

-Extracted grouping information 

can be of use in reducing the number of sampling 
sites on the river without missing much information. 

-Did not result in 

considerable data 
Reduction 

 

6 Fault diagnosis of water quality 

monitoring devices based on 
multiclass support vector machines 

and rule-based decision trees  

-has great potential for fault diagnosis of 

online water quality devices 
- can achieve classification accuracy as high as 

92.86% 

-did not issue early 

warnings based on the 
diagnosis results. 

7 Identification of river water quality 

using the 

The fuzzy Synthetic Evaluation 

approach  

-More accurate information may be obtained 

-Highly appropriate for monitoring water 

pollution at local, regional and national levels, 

-required high 

computation time. 

8 Wireless sensor network-based 
solution for environmental 

monitoring: water quality assessment 

case study  

-Provide accurate WQ 
Information 

-Easy to be 

implemented 

-have reliability 
Issues 

-Costs high 

9 Assessment Of Seasonal And 

Polluting Effects 

On The Quality Of River Water By 
Exploratory 

Data Analysis 

-Uses more in- 

formation of cluster contents that other methods 

-has allowed the identification of a reduced number 
of ``latent'' factors 

- classification of river 

water samples based on 

seasonal and spatial 
criteria. 

10 REACH: An Efficient MAC Protocol 
for RF Energy Harvesting in 

Wireless Sensor Network  

-the overall lifetime increases 
-It provides effective energy utilization  

 

-Auto charging affects 
data communication 
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III. Conclusion 
Hierarchical based routing protocols are said to be as one of the most efficient routing protocols in 

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) due to its higher energy efficiency, network scalability, and lower data 

retransmission. In this paper, we have to take a survey of the current state of proposed hierarchical routing 

protocols, specifically with respect to their power and reliability necessity. In wireless sensor networks, the 

energy limitations of nodes play a critical role in designing any protocol for implementation. This paper 

differentiates the different hierarchical routing protocols based on several performance parameters and it is 

observed that the cluster-based approaches tend to be more energy efficient as compared to other approaches. 
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